1. ENFORCING AUTHORITIES
In Macedonia, foreign road vehicles may be checked by: Ministry of Internal Affairs- City Sectors; Customs Offices

2. SANCTIONS IN CASE OF MISSING OR NON-COMPLYING DOCUMENTS

2.1 Foreign carrier’s documents
2.1.1 EU Licence, ECMT Authorisation, Bilateral or Transit Transport Authorisation
- person(s) sanctioned: driver
- sanctions: Fine: monthly salary x 0.5 to 2 (ca € 100-€ 400) (on national level; 1 average salary =11.000 den or 200€)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: 30 days in prison

2.1.2 ADR permit
- person(s) sanctioned: driver/ body corporate
- sanctions: Fine: monthly salary x 1 to 2.5 (ca € 200- € 500) and/or prison sentence of up to 30 days
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: 30 days in prison

2.2 Driver’s Documents (foreign vehicle)
2.2.1 Proof of ID
- person(s) sanctioned: driver
- sanctions: fine: monthly salary x1 to 1,5 (ca € 200 - € 300)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.2.2 Driving permit
- person(s) sanctioned: driver
- sanctions: exclusion from traffic; fine x1 to 2,5 (ca € 200 - € 500)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.2.3 AEIT record sheet, tachograph discs, digital tachograph?
- person(s) sanctioned: driver, body corporate (carrier)
- sanctions: Fine: 25.000 up to 80.000 den (ca € 455 - € 1455)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.2.4 ADR training certificate
2.2.5 Document from employer certifying driver’s employment

This document is not required.

2.3 Foreign vehicle’s documents

2.3.1 Registration certificate (grey card)

- person(s) sanctioned: no information
- sanctions: no information
- compromise settlement: no information
- other measures: no information

2.3.2 Regular technical inspection

- person(s) sanctioned: driver, carrier or owner of the vehicle
- sanctions: Fine from € 65 to € 200 and/or 30-day prison sentence for the driver.
  Fine from € 120 to € 330 for the carrier’s superior
  Fine from € 245 to € 730 for the transport undertaking
  (in denars 1€ = 62 den)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.3.3 ECMT technical certificate

- person(s) sanctioned: no information
- sanctions: no information
- compromise settlement: no information
- other measures: no information

2.3.4 Compulsory nationality plate

- person(s) sanctioned: driver or owner of the vehicle
- sanctions: 7,000 up to 20,000 den (ca € 128 - € 364)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.3.5 ADR certificate of approval

- person(s) sanctioned: driver
- sanctions: Fine: monthly salary x 2.5 (ca € 200 - € 500) and/or prison sentence of up to 30 days.
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.3.6 ATP certificate of compliance

- person(s) sanctioned: driver
- sanctions: Fine: monthly salary x 2.5 (ca € 200 - € 500)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.3.7 Hired vehicles

- person(s) sanctioned: driver
- sanctions: Fine: 25,000 up to 80,000 den (ca € 455 - € 1455)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable
2.4 Transport documents on board foreign vehicles

2.4.1 Consignment note / CMR international consignment note
- person(s) sanctioned: body corporate (carrier)
- sanctions: Fine from € 245 to € 2450
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.4.2 Loading list (groupage)
- person(s) sanctioned: body corporate (principal)
- sanctions: Fine from € 245 to € 2450
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: carriage restriction from 3 months to 1 year

2.4.3 ADR transport document, consignor’s declaration, ADR security instructions
- person(s) sanctioned: driver
- sanctions: Fine: monthly salary x2.5 (ca € 500) and/or prison sentence of up to 30 days.
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.4.4 Container packing certificate
- person(s) sanctioned: driver - owner
- sanctions: Fine: monthly salary x 40 up to 80
- compromise settlement: no information
- other measures: no information

2.4.5 Transfrontier movement of waste document (Basel Convention)
- person(s) sanctioned: non applicable
- sanctions: non applicable
- compromise settlement: non applicable
- other measures: non applicable

2.5 Excess load of foreign vehicle
- person(s) sanctioned: Body corporate (carrier)
- sanctions: Fine: monthly salary 40 x 80 (ca € 3200 - € 6400)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: carriage restriction form 3 months to 1 year

2.6 Third-party insurance
- person(s) sanctioned: person responsible (driver, owner)
- sanctions: Fine: monthly salary x 2.5 (ca € 500)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable

2.7 Obligation to produce required documents
- person(s) sanctioned: body corporate (carrier and/or principal)
- sanctions: Fine from € 250 to € 2500 for body corporate (carrier)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: carriage restriction from 3 months to 1 year

2.8 Obligation to submit to a decision to immobilise the vehicle
- person(s) sanctioned: driver and carrier
- sanctions: Fine: from 25.000 up to 80.000 den (ca € 455 - € 1455)
- compromise settlement: not allowed
- other measures: non applicable
3. **APPEALS AGAINST SANCTIONS**

3.1 Appeals against sanctions pronounced by enforcing agents (police, customs, other)
- authority with which the appeal should be lodged: no information
- time-limit to lodge an appeal: no information

3.2 Appeals against sanctions pronounced by an authority reviewing fines (minor offences)
- authority with which the appeal should be lodged: 15 days
- time-limit to lodge an appeal: Ministry of Internal Affairs- Headquarter of City Sectors; Head of Customs Offices

3.3 Appeals against sanctions pronounced by a court reviewing misdemeanours (serious offences subject to penal sanctions)
- authority with which the appeal should be lodged: no information
- time-limit to lodge an appeal: no information

4. **SANCTIONS IN CASE OF INCORRECT LOADING OR STOWAGE**

- person(s) sanctioned: no information
- sanctions: no information
- compromise settlement: no information
- other measures: no information

*****

Contact / Information: [mailto: tir@maksoob.com.mk](mailto: tir@maksoob.com.mk)